Price Book Manager
Features
4 Manages Price Book data

completely.

Xsite Price Book Manager (XPBM) is a PC based software program which manages your price
book, maintains inventory stock levels, generates automated purchase orders based on historical
sales levels and schedules your employees. XPBM runs on a back office PC with Windows XP
and 2000, it is compatible with XSite’s Mobile Computer application allowing users to keep their
data up-to-date. This back office system connects to: Passport, Bulloch Bt9000, and Ruby POS.

4 Generates shelf tags
automatically with basic item
information.
4 Orders items automatically

based on sales and inventory
levels.
4 Connects to Mobile Computer

Scanner.
4 Communicates to Head Office

location for updates and price
changes.
4 Reports on sales, inventory

valuation, department
information, and more.
Benefits
4 Reduces Costs by eliminating

high inventory volumes and
employees’ long hours of work.
4 Improves Capacity since

automation allows to deal with
much larger volumes.

Automated Purchase Order Creation
Let the system order inventory by using predefined minimum / maximum criteria for each item.
Integrated Scanning Option
Do inventory counts and receive orders on the mobile computer scanner.
Multiple Point of Sale Systems Communication
Allows a chain of stores with many different types of POS to view reports and manage the
database.
Easy to Use Interface
Save time finding and editing items. Intelligent product look ups and editing features gets the job
done quicker and efficiently.
Reports at the Item Level
Report on the average sales for each item daily and determine the best location for items
based on historical sales data.

4 Improves Accuracy by allowing

the back office software to
access data the chances of
errors are greatly reduced.
4 Stay Competitive by editing the

information and changing
prices on time to stay ahead of
the competition.
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